Foam Dove Reminder

Cut out pattern and trace onto any color foam sheet. Cut out just inside the drawn lines so they do not show on the dove. Attach a thread into the center of the wings for hanging then place a thin line of hot glue on the top of flat area of the dove and lay the centered wing piece onto it. You can also attach a charm or bead to the bottom of the dove if desired. If given as a gift include the poem. These also make wonderful tree ornament.
Foam Dove Reminder Poem

A Gentle Reminder

Peace is a mindset, peace is a choice. It shows in your actions, it shows in your voice.

Please never use it just for a season, but all the year round and for every reason.

Hang this small dove, as a gentle reminder, to keep peace in your heart, to keep make the world kinder.
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A Gentle Reminder

Peace is a mindset,
Peace is a choice.
It shows in your actions,
It shows in your voice.

Please never use it
Just for a season,
But all the year round
And for every reason.

Hang this small dove
As a gentle reminder,
To keep peace in your heart,
And help make the world kinder.
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AND HELP MAKE THE WORLD KINDER.
TO KEEP PEACE IN YOUR HEART.
AS A GENTLE REMINDER.
HANG THIS SMALL DOVE

AND FOR EVERY REASON
BUT ALL THE YEAR ROUND
JUST FOR A SEASON.
PLEASE NEVER USE IT

IT SHOWS IN YOUR VOICE.
IT SHOWS IN YOUR ACTIONS.
PEACE IS A CHOICE.
PEACE IS A MINDSET.

A Gentle Reminder